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Abstract: The weak noncovalent interactions and flexibility of
ligands play a key role in enantioselective metal-catalyzed
reactions. In transition metal complexes and their catalytic
applications, the experimental assessment and the design of key
interactions is as difficult as the prediction of the enantiose-
lectivities, especially for flexible, privileged ligands such as
chiral phosphoramidites. Therefore, the interligand interac-
tions in cis-PdIIL2Cl2 phosphoramidite complexes were inves-
tigated by NMR spectroscopy and computations. We were able
to induce a strong conformational preference by breaking the
symmetry of the C2-symmetric side chain of one of the ligands,
and shift the equilibrium between hetero- and homocomplexes
towards heterocomplexes because of interligand interactions in
the cis-complexes. The modulation of aryl substituents was
exploited, along with the solvent effect. The combined CH–p

and p–p interactions reveal design patterns for binding and
folding of chiral ligands and catalysts.

Introduction

Noncovalent, weak dispersive interactions are manifested
throughout well-established structures in supramolecular
chemistry, biology, and catalysis.[1] When combined, such
interactions provide substantial stabilization of supramolec-
ular host–guest complexes, aid in folding of extended
molecules, enhance the binding of a catalyst with a substrate,
or stabilize one diastereomeric transition state with a chiral
reagent or a catalyst more than the other state(s). Currently,
an extensive effort is devoted to designing dispersive inter-
acting sites in molecules to exploit the elements essential for
controlling conformation, binding, and reactivity in a predict-
able way in the area of asymmetric organocatalysis.[2–8]

Moreover, quantification of weak interactions in terms of
energy is highly desirable for the design of remarkably
effective catalysts. Among such interactions, those involving
aromatic rings (notably p–p and CH–p) have been studied in

great detail using physical organic chemistry approaches,
including molecular balances, thermodynamic double-mutant
cycles, evaluation of solvent effects, and computational
methods.[9–14] Recently, such interactions were also analyzed
in protein–ligand complexes by NMR.[15] However, the
systematic application of these concepts in transition metal
catalysis is still rare,[16,17] and a suitable, realistic model that
can aid in assessment and quantification of the interactions is
sought. One approach is data-driven and utilizes multivariate
regression analysis.[18] Ideally, the single experimental model
should consider only the interligand interactions, be inde-
pendent of any substrate, and thus be applicable to more
complex systems.

Chiral phosphoramidite ligands are one of the most
versatile and privileged ligands in asymmetric transition
metal (TM) catalysis.[19, 20] These ligands, based on binaphthyl
or biphenyl backbone, were developed mainly by the groups
of Feringa and Alexakis.[21–26] The aryl backbone, in combi-
nation with a highly flexible, usually C2-symmetric amine side
chain, provide multiple dispersion energy donor sites. The
success of these ligands in a range of stereoselective trans-
formations, and their broad substrate scope is attributed
mainly to their flexibility and easily assembled modular
structure, compatible with many transition metals. We
previously suggested that the intermolecular interactions of
phosphoramidite ligands are independent of the complexes
they are active within. Specifically, we showed that the
aggregation as a probe for intermolecular interaction is
independent of the transition metal used, the complex
composition (number of ligands) and even the structure as
long as phosphoramidite ligands (of the basic structure used
in the study) are involved.[27] This previous study allows us to
choose the best NMR model for investigations and to claim at
the same time that these interactions should be transferable to
catalytic systems. Moreover, we first proposed the importance
of the extended interaction areas between phosphoramidite
ligands as the source of stereoselectivity in TM catalysis.[27,28]

Following this report, interactions between the ligand and the
substrates or ligands and metal (cation–p) have been
proposed to be responsible for the high stereoinduction
observed in many metal-catalyzed reactions.[29–31]

A few years ago we introduced a supramolecular balance
based on bis(phosphoramidite) palladium(II) complexes,
which provided the principal idea how to assess the non-
covalent interactions between two ligands in TM com-
plexes.[28, 32] However, later examination of the balance by
computational methods and detailed chemical shift analysis
revealed a conformational exchange of an amine side chain in
one of the complexes, not interpreted by the previous
qualitative analysis, thus reducing the accuracy of the balance.
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Therefore, in this work we present complexes with limited
conformational flexibility that allow the application of the
complexes in the balance to experimentally measure interli-
gand interactions, the analysis of the interaction area and the
design of ligands for high heterocomplex preferences. Such
heterocomplexes can be useful in synthetic chemistry, because
they can display increased activity or selectivity in metal-
catalyzed reactions, especially in rhodium-catalyzed hydro-
genations and conjugate additions.[33–39] On the other hand,
palladium phosphoramidite complexes catalyze challenging
allylic substitutions and domino-Heck reactions, and mecha-
nistic insight would be welcome.[19, 40–42] In addition, the
experimental data about the relative energetics of these
complexes allowed us to select and validate a suitable
computational method, which could be potentially applied
in the design of other TM systems.

Results and Discussion

To evaluate the heterocomplex preferences based on
supramolecular interactions and their energetics using the

supramolecular balance, the cis-complexes PdL2Cl2 were
required. Initially, mixing the ligands and Pd(cod)Cl2 (2:1)
in nonpolar solvent CD2Cl2 gave trans-complexes
PdL2Cl2.

[43,44] Subsequently, these trans-complexes underwent
slow isomerization to cis-isomers, stabilized by noncovalent
interactions between the ligands in the cis-complexes (Fig-
ure 1A). As shown in Figure 1 B, when using two different
ligands, (R,R)-A1 (AlexakisQ flexible biphenol-based ligand)
and (Sa,R,R)-F (FeringaQs binaphthyl ligand), an equilibrium
is established between heterocomplex cis-Pd(A1)(F)Cl2 and
the corresponding homocomplexes cis-Pd(A1)2Cl2 and cis-
Pd(F)2Cl2. Separately, using an enantiomeric ligand A1’’,
another equilibrium consisting of a diastereomeric hetero-
complex cis-Pd(A1’’)(F)Cl2 was established. By analyzing the
DDG between the two equilibria, we were able to quantify the
difference of the noncovalent interaction energies between
the diastereomeric complexes assuming that the Gibbs
energies are the same for the enantiomeric homocomplexes
cis-Pd(A1 or A1’’)2Cl2. In addition, the two homo-hetero-
complex equilibria used in the balance provide direct access
to ligand driven preferences of heterocomplex formation.

Figure 1. a) cis-PdII bis(phosphoramidite) complexes as model system for interligand interactions. b) Supramolecular balance: experimental access
to the interaction difference between two diastereomeric heterocomplexes using the ligand combination A, A’, and F ; for details see ref. [32].
c) Structures of the ligands used in the homo- and heterocomplex equilibria including alkyl group structural variations of the biphenyl
phosphoramidite ligands A and A’’. d) Tight interligand interactions in the cis-complexes manifested by significant chemical shift changes in the
1H NMR spectra of trans- and cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2, as well as a large chemical shift dispersion in cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2 (CD2Cl2, 300 K).
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From Flexibility to Conformational Preference

Since the previous report, we have found by a computa-
tional study that the heterocomplex cis-Pd(A1’’)(F)Cl2 is not
conformational stable. One arm of the two amine side-chains
of ligand A1’’ shows several interconverting conformers
affecting the values of this complex in the above-mentioned
supramolecular balance (see SI Chapter 12.5.6). To fix this
issue, we set out to break symmetry of the flexible A1 ligandQs
side chain that would reduce this conformational flexibility.

We thus modified one of the 1-phenylethyl groups (see
Figure 1C and SI Chapter 4 for all structures) and designed
ligands X containing various alkyl side chains with variable
size, dispersion areas, and electronic properties such as methyl
(B), ethyl (C), benzyl (D), isopropyl (E), pentafluorobenzyl
(G), and cyclohexyl (H) groups. Equilibria containing ligands
B, C, D, and G with ligand F showed more or less statistical
distribution of the hetero- and homocomplexes based on
31P NMR spectra (ratios around 2:1:1, Table 1). In addition,
exchange crosspeaks were often found between various
conformers in the NOESY spectra at 300 K suggesting
considerable flexibility. In contrast, by introducing larger,
branched isopropyl or cyclohexyl groups (the complexes
containing ligands E and H), we indeed achieved conforma-
tional stability. Even variable-temperature (VT) NMR ex-
periments from 300 K–180 K of heterocomplexes containing
cis-Pd(E or E’’)(F)Cl2 did not reveal new peaks in 1H or 31P
spectra confirming the high conformational stability of these
cis-complexes.

The conformational stabilization seems to be connected to
an increased preference for the heterocomplex. Thus, for
ligands E and H, the equilibria were shifted towards the
heterocomplexes even with ratios up to 8:1:1 for the E ligand
and 22:1:1 for the E’’ ligand (Table 1). The combination of
ligand F with a dynamic, achiral ligand I also showed a high
heterocomplex ratio, suggesting that combinations with
achiral ligands are suitable (see SI Chapter 6.2).

We subsequently analyzed the key interaction areas
resulting in the heterocomplex preferences. In all cis-com-
plexes, the emergence of noncovalent interactions is clearly
manifested in 1H NMR spectra: in the trans-complex, there is
severe chemical shift overlap in the aromatic region, whereas
in the cis-complex the signals are nicely dispersed over

2.4 ppm range (Figure 1D). Downfield shifts of the aromatic
signals and upfield shifts of the methyl groups (Dd @0.6 ppm)
are attributed to the CH–p interactions, while the upfield shift
of the aromatic signals are ascribed to p–p interactions. Since
this trend is general for all complexes and not directly
connected to heterocomplex preferences, we selected the
complexes containing ligands E or E’’ for further structural
studies.

In 1D and 2D NOESY spectra at 300 K exclusively inter-
ligand NOE contacts were observed between methyl and CH
protons of (R)-Ph(Me)CH group and protons 3, 4, and 5 of
the binaphthyl in F part of cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2 (red circle in
Figure 2A and NOEs in Figure 2B), which confirms that the
extended interaction area is responsible for the heterocom-
plex preference. In addition, only the intraligand contacts in
both ligands (blue and green arrows in Figure 2A) were
present, suggesting a major conformational preference even
at 300 K. Identical NOE contacts in the NOESY spectra at
200–220 K confirmed this unexpectedly high stability. For the
heterocomplex cis-Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2, a similar situation was
encountered, and mostly interligand interaction of the phenyl
ring (S)-Ph(Me)CH group of E’’ with binaphthyl was ob-
served. This finding suggests that the Ph(Me)CH group
remains oriented inside the complex forming the noncovalent
interaction area with the naphthyl group of ligand F, while the
isopropyl group is rotated outwards and does not interact with
the F ligand (Figure 2A). Considerable differences between
the matched and mismatched cases, especially for the ligands
E/E’’ and H/H’’, show that a stable conformation in the
mismatched case provides a considerably better interface
compared to the matched one (see Table 1 and SI Chap-
ter 6.1).[45]

This example illustrates that the Ph(Me)CH group is
engaged in strong interactions with the naphthyl ring as the
key interaction for the heterocomplex preference. The
interaction of the Ph(Me)CH group with the biphenol in
the homocomplex cis-Pd(E)2Cl2 must be thus weaker and
responsible for the heterocomplex preference (see blue and
red circle in Figure 2A).[46] The presence of the aryl ring,
methyl group and polarization of the methine C@H bond
make this group an extremely interesting dispersion energy
donor in catalysis, especially in combination with extended,
rigid naphthyl ring. Therefore, this conformation was used to
calibrate computational methods and to analyze these
interactions in detail.

Computational Investigations: Conformational Space and
Noncovalent Interactions

To provide reasonable 3D structures of the complexes that
could be later narrowed down based on their energetics and
NOE constraints, we generated 500 conformers for each cis-
Pd(E)(F)Cl2 and cis-Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2 complexes, as well & 170
conformers of the corresponding homocomplexes by GFN2-
xTB metadynamics.[47] All the structures were optimized at
PBE-D3(BJ)/def2-SVP/CPCM(CH2Cl2)

[48] level of theory
using Orca computational software.[49] The conformers with
DFTenergies < 20 kJmol@1 were considered further and their

Table 1: Preference of heterocomplex formation upon alkyl group
variation in ligand A or A’’ (matched and mismatched regarding F). Given
are the cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2/cis-Pd(E)2Cl2/cis-Pd(F)2Cl2 ratios.[a]

Ligand X (X)(F):(X)2 :(F)2 Ligand X (X)(F):(X)2 :(F)2

A1 (Ph(Me)CH) 2.2:1.0:1.1 D (Bn) 3.5:1.0:1.0
A1’’ (Ph(Me)CH) 4.4:1.0:0.9 D’’ (Bn) 3.2:0.9:1.0
A2
(Naphth(Me)CH)

2.3:1.0:1.0 E (i-Pr) 8.0:1.0:1.0

A2’’
(Naphth(Me)CH)

1.6:1.0:1.1 E’’ (i-Pr) 22.0:0.9:1.0

B (Me) 1.0:1.0:1.0 G (C6F5CH2) 3.0:1.2:1.0
B’’ (Me) 1.2:1.0:0.7 G’’ (C6F5CH2) 6.2:1.0:1.0
C (Et) 1.7:1.0:1.0 H (Cy) 3.0:0.6:1.0

H’’ (Cy) 15.0:0.6:1.0

[a] Ratio determined by 31P{1H} NMR, CD2Cl2, 300 K.
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Gibbs free energies were calculated based on B2PLYP/CBS
single-point energies[50] with solvation and Gibbs free energy
corrections (see SI).[51, 52]

For all the hetero- and homocomplexes one lowest energy
structure was found, which also fits to the NOE contacts—
solvent-exposed isopropyl group is oriented out of the
complex (Figure 2A). Other orientations of the amine side
chain of cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2 could be excluded based on both
NOE data and computed energetics (see SI Chapter 12.5.1).
Additionally, 13C NMR chemical shifts were computed at
TPSS/IGLO-III/SMD(CH2Cl2), and indeed, the lowest en-
ergy structure correlated best with the experiment data.

B2PLYP/CBS(TQ)-based Gibbs energies without D3
correction predict correct DG for the equilibrium of cis-
Pd(E)(F)Cl2 and the corresponding homocomplexes (exp.
@10.4 kJmol@1; calc. @11.8 kJ mol@1 in favor of the hetero-

complex). However, the subtle differences in the diastereo-
meric heterocomplex preference of cis-Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2 were not
completely picked up by the computations and slightly lower
equilibrium DG was predicted (exp. @15.7 kJmol@1; calc.
@6.0 kJ mol@1). When the D3 correction was employed, the
preference between the homo- and heterocomplexes
switched, contrary to the experiments. The fact that the
approach without the D3 correction resulted in better
reproduction of the energies was reported previously in some
solvated systems.[53, 54]

Additionally, large noncovalent interactions areas were
revealed in an NCI plot (Figure 2C).[55] An especially large
continuous area could be recognized in the cis-Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2

complex and therefore a large dispersion contribution is
expected. To quantify the dispersion contribution to the
stability of the complexes, we conducted local energy

Figure 2. a) Structures of the homocomplexes and the heterocomplex cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2 in CD2Cl2, the interligand interaction areas are highlighted.
The preferred formation of the heterocomplex is reproduced by calculations in terms of DGsolv (B2PLYP/CBS(TQ)/SMD(CH2Cl2)//PBE-D3(BJ)/def2-
SVP/CPCM(CH2Cl2). b) 1D and 2D NOESY data reveal a close proximity of the Ph(Me)CH group and the binaphthyl core and define interligand
interactions. c) Key interaction area in the stabilized heterocomplexes with functional features for its preference. Dispersion interaction density
plot (DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-TZVP) shows a major role of dispersion in the interactions. d) NCI plots of cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2 and cis-Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2
showing a larger, continuous dispersion area in the mismatched complex.
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decomposition[56, 57] at DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-TZVP level of
theory.[58] Thus, interligand London dispersion interaction in
cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2 was calculated to be @129 kJmol@1, compa-
rable to the interligand electrostatic interaction
(@95 kJmol@1), as well as a considerable dispersion contribu-
tion in the dative Pd–P bonds (@80 kJ mol@1 for each ligand).
Surprisingly, the dispersion interaction in cis-Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2

was about the same (see SI Chapter 12.7). Similar magnitude
of London dispersion and electrostatics (including dipole–
dipole interactions) suggests that both factors contribute to
the preference of the heterocomplexes. Thus, in the following
step, the electrostatics and dispersion areas were varied and
their impact on the heterocomplex preferences was inves-
tigated experimentally.

Aryl–Aryl Interactions in the Interligand Interaction Area

Now, having at hand both the stable conformation of the
TM complex and the analysis of the key interligand inter-
action area, we tuned its electronic and steric properties and
analyzed the outcome on the heterocomplex preference
(Figure 3A). Moreover, this allows to evaluate the DDG
values of the balance, which reflect the different orientation
of the matched and mismatched ligand inside the interaction
area of the heterocomplex. In addition, we explored the
stability of the heterocomplexes in different solvents.

First, we synthesized different ligands to achieve elec-
tronic variation. Ligands E2/E2’’ and E3/E3’’ contain an
electron-donating methoxy group in para or meta position,
while ligands E4/E4’’ have an electron-withdrawing fluorine
atom in the para position (Figure 3A). Next, we interpreted
the preferences of the heterocomplexes within the matched
structures (see interactions to biphenol and binaphthol in
Figure 2A). The methoxy groups in both positions slightly
increased the ratio from 8:1:1 to 11:1:1 ((R)-Alexakis ligand
with matched stereochemistry to F ; see hetero- to homo-
complex ratios in Table 2). In the case of E4, the electron-
withdrawing effect of fluorine decreased the ratio slightly. The
same effect of fluorine substituent was reported by Cockroft
et al.[54] Chemical shift analysis revealed that this electronic
variation does not affect the aliphatic C@H bond polarization,
thus mainly aryl–naphthyl interactions (including dipole–
dipole interactions) are optimized.

In the mismatched cases, the aryl and naphthyl groups are
not only closer in space but interacting more strongly as
evidenced from the DDG values which are in favor of the
mismatched structures (Figure 3B). This should allow for
more pronounced modulation and indeed, the highest effect is
found for the methoxy group with E2’’ (increase from 22:1:1 to
29:1:1), while fluorine in the mismatched case E4’’ had the
same effect as hydrogen in E’’. Interestingly, the DDG values
of E, E2 and E4 series (5.3–6.3 kJ mol@1, Table 2) are similar,
suggesting the same change of interactions for both matched
and mismatched cases.

Next, the steric effects were investigated. Introduction of
naphthyl substituents either in 1- or 2- positions (ligands E5/
E5’’ and E6/E6’’) led to a decrease in the heterocomplex
populations. Especially ligand E6’’ cannot develop the specific

Figure 3. a) Equilibrium between the hetero- and homocomplexes;
ligand structures with the electronic and steric variations of the ligand
aryl substituent. b) Interligand interaction areas in the matched and
mismatched ligand combinations. Higher preference for the hetero-
complex in the mismatched case is due to stronger aromatic inter-
actions.

Table 2: Equilibrium complex ratios in CD2Cl2 upon ligand aryl group
variations.

Ligand
En/E’’n

(X)(F):(X)2 :(F)2

(matched)
(X’)(F):(X’)2 :(F)2

(mismatched)
DDG[b,c]

[kJmol@1]

E1 =E
8.0:1.0:1.0 22.0:0.9:1.0 5.3
12.0:1.0:1.0 64.0:1.0:1.0[d] 8.4

E2 11.6:1.5:1.0 29.0:1.0:1.0[b] 5.6
E3 11.0:1.0:0.8 3.0:1.0:1.2 @7.5
E4 6.0:1.0:1.0 21.0:1.0:1.0 6.3
E5 6.3:1.0:1.0 16.0:1.0:1.0 4.7
E6 6.8:1.0:1.0 broad peaks –

[a] Ratio determined by 31P{1H} NMR (151 MHz), CD2Cl2, 300 K.
[b] Other (E)2 homocomplexes were present. [c] DDG was calculated as
the difference between DG of the matched and mismatched equilibrium,
assuming that the concentration of cis-Pd(X)2Cl2 is equal to cis-Pd(F)2Cl2,
irrespective of other X homocomplexes present. [d] In CDCl3.
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favorable conformation as indicated by broad peaks in 1H and
31P NMR spectra. A substantial reduction of heterocomplex
preference was observed in the case of meta-substituted
ligand E3’’ with inversion of the matched/mismatched prefer-
ence (DDG @7.5 kJ mol@1). A similar decrease of the hetero-
complex formation was observed when employing symmetric
ligands A2/A2’’ with two naphthyl rings (Figure 1C and
Table 1). Thus, in these cases, the more rigid structure of
both parts of the interaction area seems to reintroduce the
classical repulsion penalty of steric hindrance.

Finally, to investigate the influence of the solvent on the
equilibria, we examined the stability of the heterocomplexes
cis-Pd(E)(F)Cl2 and cis-Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2 in three solvents
(CD2Cl2, CDCl3 and [D8]toluene) with different dielectric
constants/polarizabilities (er 8.93–2.38). The enhancement of
interactions in less polar solvents were reported, for example,
in an anion recognition system.[59, 60] Solvents such as [D8]THF
showed coordination to the metal ion. The bias towards the
heterocomplex was preserved in all the investigated solvents
(see SI Chapter 7.5). In CDCl3, the preference for the cis-
Pd(E’’)(F)Cl2 increased to 64:1:1 compared to 22:1:1 in
CD2Cl2. Since exchange of interligand interactions dominates
the preference, in the first assumption solvophobic effects and
solvent–solvent interactions should not play a role. Thus, this
increased preference can be interpreted as a strengthening of
the van der Waals forces and electrostatics (dipole–dipole,
induction, and dispersion) of ligand–ligand interactions in less
polar solvents.

Thus, these data show that the combination of conforma-
tional stability, interaction optimization and solvent can lead
to high heterocomplex preferences.

Conclusion

In summary, we have shown that the preference for Pd
bis(phosphoramidite) heterocomplexes can be achieved by
substituent variations of the highly flexible biphenol phos-
phoramidite ligands. This preference is in line with the
conformational stability of the complexes.

Specifically, high populations of the heterocomplexes
containing two different ligands, which are useful in asym-
metric catalysis owing to their higher activity or selectivity,
could be achieved when nonsymmetric biphenol ligands with
branched alkyl groups were employed. Therefore, both the
structural and populational preferences can be the result of
intramolecular interligand dispersion interactions. The po-
tential interaction areas of the ligands were shown by NMR
analysis of NOE contacts and chemical shift dispersion. To
identify potential structures which corroborate the NMR
data, screening of a large number of conformers by computa-
tional methods was performed, and revealed the 3D struc-
tures of the complexes. The examined system shows that all
van der Waals interactions and electrostatics (dipole–dipole,
induction and dispersion) play a role in the stability and
structural preference of the complexes, as proposed by the
direct interaction model, that is, the relative position and
orientation of the aryl rings is decisive.[61–63] Additionally,

solvent polarity can influence the position of the equilibria
but not the absolute preference of the heterocomplexes.

We have shown that the enthalpic stabilization by
attractive noncovalent interactions translates into the high
heterocomplex preferences. Overall, conformational stability
is enhanced by the enthalpic contribution from the combina-
tion of extended, rigid structures with flexible counterpart
(methyl or phenyl groups).

This interaction pattern can be relayed to catalysis, where
it is usually not feasible to gain structural information directly,
e.g., due to equilibria in copper-catalyzed reactions.[27] We are
confident that the interligand interactions of the designed,
nonsymmetric phosphoramidite ligands could be transferred
and applied to the interactions of the ligand with the
substrate. An encouraging result that confirms our point
came via different approach from the ligand screening in
a Cu-catalyzed reaction, which exploits the nonsymmetric
phosphoramidite ligands having both aromatic and branched
aliphatic substituents.[30, 31] These serve as extended interac-
tions areas, similar to those identified in this study. We believe
that our results, which are based on ligands and complexes
highly relevant in catalysis, have the potential to be used as
a design principle for modelling ligand–ligand or ligand–
substrate interactions independent of the transition metal
employed, or as a ligand screening tool in catalysis. We hope
the results presented here would aid researchers in designing
and synthesizing molecules with desired properties, e.g.,
binding or folding.
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